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The hottest magician in years takes us behind–the–scenes of his hit A&E show and offers secret
tips to 25 illusions you won't see anywhere else.Criss Angel is poised to take the magic world by
storm. He had his first 1–hour special on ABC in '01, headlined Madison Square Garden's
annual Halloween special a year later to an audience of 60,000, performed in front of 75,000
people in Times Square, had two subsequent 1–hour specials on the Sci–Fi channel, he's
received countless magician awards, and he currently has a groundbreaking show on A&E
called CRISS ANGEL MINDFREAK, the first weekly magic show in over 40 years, that
consistently wins its timeslot. MINDFREAK – the book – will be an extention of the show, which
uses a specific topic each week – like 'Buried Alive', 'Bullet Catch', 'Building Walk', or 'Levitation'
– to delve into the history of each subject, and see if Criss can't break new ground by doing
something no one has done before. We are also going to try and include secrets in the book –
clues to be dissected by readers – that relate back to magic he will perform on the show, where
the book will be heavily promoted.

“Criss Angel is brilliant, he’s the postmodern Houdini and the man in whose hands the future of
magic lies.”About the AuthorCriss Angel appears on the top-rated series Mindfreak, the first
weekly magic series in forty years. Criss has performed more magic on prime-time television in
the United States than anyone in history. He has performed on Broadway and in a number of
television specials, and has received numerous awards throughout his career. He has been
named magician of the year three times, making him the first three-time recipient ever to receive
this most coveted award. He resides in Las Vegas and New York.--This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.
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IINDESCRIBABLE PAIN SHOOTS THROUGH MY FLESH AS, ATTACHED TO FOUR
FISHHOOKS, A HELICOPTER RAISES ME MORE THAN 1,000 FEET IN THE
AIR.INTRODUCTIONI was three hours into the desert outside Las Vegas. I arrived at our
location in the pitch black of night, so I had no sense of the beauty that surrounded me. It’s the
last week of shooting the first season of my television show, MINDFREAK, and I am exhausted. I
need a break from the nonstop grind of working twenty-two-hour days for the past several
months—the physical demands I had placed on my body were finally taking a toll. I only have
this one last demonstration left to shoot, but it is by far the most challenging I’ve attempted all
season. Tomorrow I will face an extreme version of a body suspension, something I have
successfully done two times before. I plan to retire it from my act after tomorrow’s final
demonstration, which is going to take place over the spectacular mountains and canyons of the
Valley of Fire.I chose to come to the Nevada desert by motorcycle and camp out with my family,
friends, and crew. I rode my Harley, joined by my brother Costa and my cousin George who rode
their bikes, too. I wanted to clear my mind and get away from the chaos and craziness that has
become my life. If I’m going to be successful, it’s important my head be in the right place. After
all, what I’m about to do, no man has ever attempted before. In the morning, someone will place
four 8 gauge hooks across the top of my back, from shoulder to shoulder. Then I’ll suspend my
body in the upright position from a helicopter, which will fly with me dangling below, hanging by
my flesh for a full twenty minutes over the Valley of Fire. Some might question why I would want
to do this. Am I crazy? Am I a masochist? Do I have some kind of death wish? No. I want to do



this to prove to myself that first place isn’t enough. Being number one doesn’t necessarily mean
being the best. I have an innate need to push myself to places others only dream of, places
some might consider a living nightmare.The body suspension is a complete demonstration of
how my mind can control pain in my body. Through years of training my mind, body, and spirit to
work in harmony, I have developed methods to overcome all forms of fear, pain, and anxiety. In
some cultures, this type of body piercing and demonstration is a rite of passage from childhood
to adulthood. Tomorrow, it will be a ritualistic passage for me as well. If I’m successful, I will have
proved I can take the smallest seed of an idea, impossible as it seems, and turn it into a real live
event.I already showed the world I could do the body suspension when I performed it live in
2002, hanging for six hours in Times Square. That time I used eight hooks and was suspended
in the “Superman” position. I practiced this demonstration once before that performance, so I
knew I could accomplish it for the Times Square suspension. For the desert suspension, I
decided to do something different—something even the experts who trained me said couldn’t be
done. It had to be radical and extreme—especially because this would definitely be my last
suspension. It had to be big.When I awoke, I found myself surrounded by the intense beauty of
the desert. It looked like the surface of Mars. I was in awe. It was a gorgeous morning in an
incredible setting of red rock formations and desert sand. It was perfect. I am a man whose ego
is never satisfied, but I also have a lot at risk when I attempt to do something this dangerous.
Failure is not an option. That morning I was still unsure about using four, six, or eight hooks. I
always push the envelope and today was noBEFORE ANY DEMONSTRATION I NEED A
MOMENT ALONE TO GATHER MY THOUGHTS.exception. The hooks have nuts and bolts to
secure once they’ve been inserted through the skin. Once locked, there was no way they would
slip through my flesh. After evaluating my options and various factors, there was no doubt in my
mind what the perfect setup would be: four hooks in the upright or “suicide” position; two
helicopters; the Valley of Fire…I was ready. Let’s do it.I chose not to take painkillers or use a
numbing cream for the piercing: I wanted to experience the entire process without escaping the
sensations. I lay facedown on a table so the hooks could be inserted; there was pain, but it was
tolerable. I was feeling positive, really strong—like it was going to be a breeze. My confidence
was high. As I’ve mentioned, I had been through this before, so I knew what to expect. Next, I left
for the site, where I would be strung up to a truss to hang for fifteen to twenty minutes. I needed
to get used to the sensation of the four hooksGETTING INTO THE MIND-SET WHILE
LISTENING TO “RIGHT NOW” BY KORN.and feel the balance of my body weight distribution. I
needed to get totally comfortable before the helicopter arrived and I was plucked off the desert
floor.As time passed, I hadn’t found my comfort zone, but the crew wanted to hook me up to the
helicopter. I felt rushed. I don’t respond well when people try to pressure me, because only I
know when my mind, body, and spirit are aligned. I’m not ready. I push myself harder than
anyone. I know when I’m good to go. Right now, I was in a bad place. I was swinging back and
forth, my feet inches off the ground, while my core body temperature had dropped and I had
broken into a cold sweat. I’m told I was pale white, like I was going to pass out. I couldn’t do it. I



needed to come down. I wanted to feel my bare feet on the rocks and dirt. Historically, anyone
who has tried something like this, if they go down, they don’t go back up.My confidence was
waning. I felt like a prizefighter who goes into the big fight thinking he’s going to beat the shit out
of someone and ends up getting knocked out in the first round. I had to pull myself together if I
wanted to win this battle, even if I didn’t feel strong. Even if I was intimidated and overwhelmed, I
had so much on the line. Money, ego, my own expectations for myself, and the idea that so many
other people were counting on me.Whenever I need to silence my inner thoughts, I grab my
iPod. I immediately found two of my favorite Korn songs, “Right Now” and “Alone I Break,” and
began to psych myself up. I had to deal with this like any other obstacle. I’d find a way to get
through it.“Let’s do it!” I yelled. Thunderous, heart-pounding music was blasting in my ears,
rhythmically timed to the thumping of my heart. It was turning into a very hot desert day. The sun
was beating down on my bare chest. For thirty minutes, I would be a miserable human being, but
I told myself that my suffering was temporary. All I could think was, “I’ve got to do this.” There was
no turning back. In my mind, the worst-case scenario was a half hour of agony. I knew I could get
through that.Thoughts of my father swirled in my head like the blades of the hovering helicopters.
His death had had a profound impact on my life. I began to think about his sixtieth birthday party
—the last we would celebrate together before he died. It was a happy memory, one that wasn’t
tied to his pain and suffering toward the end. Dad didn’t have a choice about his suffering and
death. His cancer chose him. As for me, I was choosing to put myself in the scenario. My father
had always been my greatest motivation and positive guiding force, and today was no exception.
His energy and spirit were with me. I began to feed off that intensity building in my family, friends,
and crew members who came to support me in this attempt to conquer the Valley of Fire. I didn’t
want to disappoint anyone—most important, myself. This demonstration would have to kill me
before I would allow myself to fail. I would never be able to live with myself if I gave up. I had to do
it.I took my time. When I was ready, I turned to the camera that had captured every moment for
TV and said, “I’m Criss Fuckin’ Angel.”It wasn’t planned, but it was exactly how I felt in that
moment. I was like Superman. The adrenaline was kicking in. I wanted to do this quickly and well
and never go through it again.The helicopter landed at base camp. The pilots were the best in
the business. They had done countless films and knew exactly how to work in tandem to keep
me safe while recording every second. We were ready to do this.The wind suddenly kicked up,
and in practice runs, we had failed to calculate the extra force of the second helicopter—dirt and
debris were flying everywhere. But I put that all out of my mind. The choppers hovered above,
holding remarkably steady while the crew was trying to hook me up to the rig that would connect
me to the helicopter. Finally, the ground crew locked me in. There was no turning back.I
immediately started swinging back and forth, causing my body weight to be unevenly distributed
among the four hooks. The pain from being lifted was the worst pain I have ever felt. I let out a
bloodcurdling scream. It was primal. It took me back to when I was a kid. I thought about all of
the times I passed out when my family doctor, Dr. Michael Lemonedes, tried to take blood from
my arm. I could never have imagined this moment then. Never.Pain is a state of mind. I needed



to become numb to it. My flesh was separating from my body. It was the most intense sensation.
I loved it and I hated it. I was so pumped up, the adrenaline now rushing through my body like a
raging river. I continued to scream—to let out and let go of my pain.The helicopter drifted
upward. I was seeing the world from more than a thousand feet above the ground. I was
experiencing a completely different perspective on the Valley of Fire, on the planet Earth, than
any other human being has ever experienced before. I was flying—my arms extended, palms up,
and my ankles crossed. I felt invincible.I wanted to enjoy this—to absorb it, take it in, and
appreciate thisYEAH, I WAS DOING IT! THE FIRST PERSON EVER TO DO SUCH A
DEMONSTRATION.GETTING DOWN FROM THOSE ROPES WAS LIKE A RELIGIOUS
EXPERIENCE.moment because I was never going to be here again. While music pumped from
my iPod, I felt so insignificant. I was like a grain of sand in the desert—a speck in this vast,
magnificent landscape. It was ethereal. The body suspension was as close to an out-of-body
experience as I have ever had. It wasn’t me. It was something far bigger than me hanging that
day.The turbulence and downdraft from the second chopper were causing me to swing side to
side instead of front to back, which meant my body weight was being shifted from four hooks to
one, then two, and so on. My serenity was quickly broken by the pain; my screams could easily
be heard over the sound of the helicopter. As I came over the ridge my brothers had climbed to
the top of the mountain to cheer me on; they could hear me let out a deep, loud, fantastic
shout.“CRISS FLEW OVER US in what was called the‘tableau’ pose, where his arms are straight
out tohis sides, palms up, and his ankles crossed. A lot ofpeople thought he was imitating Christ
on a cross.As long as he stayed in that pose, we knew HE WASALL RIGHT. If he put his arms
down that was our cuethat something was wrong and to get him down.It was a beautiful
experience.”Costa, my brotherIt was incredible. It was life-altering. Not just for me, but for
everyone there that day. When the helicopter set me down, there was a euphoria we all shared.
We were all emotional, crying, realizing all of the angst, frustration, and extreme fatigue that had
built up over the course of the long season. The emotional impact affected everyone.I know my
family worries about me and my insane attempts at life-or-death situations. I wouldn’t let my
mother attend this particular demonstration because I knew she’d never have been able to cope
with the extreme atmosphere. I called her immediately after and told her how much I loved her,
that it was done, and that I was safe.“I don’t know how my heart is so strong. My doctor told me
he wanted to check my heart to make sure I could withstand the stress of watching my son go
through all of his crazy demonstrations. I’m happy to report I have a heart younger than a thirty-
five-year-old. When I watch Christopher doing dangerous things, it’s very hard. It’s real. I’m a
mother who would crawl through the mud to pull my son out from being buried alive if I thought
he was dying. There have been many times, I was close.”Dimitra, my momAs an artist, I can be a
little selfish at times. My first aim is to please myself, and in turn, if my art pleases others, then
that makes it even more special. I do what I do so I can make my own choices. I never want
anyone telling me what to do. I don’t consider myself to be the slightest bit of a daredevil,
because I don’t do stupid things. Though there are real risks in everything I attempt, I am highly



trained and very methodical about doing my due diligence so I avoid getting hurt. I can spend
months training my mind and body to be ready for a demonstration like the body suspension. I
have to be certain my entire team is ready, too—and it takes a large group of people to help me
pull off the impossible.I have never thought of what I do as magic or myself as a magician. What I
do pushes the limits of magic and traditional magicians. I refer to all of my performances as
demonstrations rather than “tricks” because they are a compilation of so many different
techniques rolled into one overall experience. It’s a neutral term that allows me to blur the line
between reality and illusion.A lot of what I do is real, and much of what I do is an illusion. It’s up
to you to decipher which is which. I willingly choose to put myself in situations that are traumatic,
challenging, brutal tests of strength and spirit. That’s why I am most proud of the helicopter
suspension. It is one of the best examples of my unwavering perseverance, my unwavering inner
and outer strength, and the extreme power of my mental makeup both as a performer and as a
man. It was truly a test of my mind, body, and spirit. I made a life choice many years ago to rise
above the traditional expectations of reality and possibility.The debate of real versus illusion has
always intrigued me. It’s what keeps my job interesting and fulfilling. If I told you how I did all of
my demonstrations, it would take away so much of the total experience for you. Great magic
captivates an audience with a simple plot—a situation that provokes a thoughtful challenge,
provides conflict, and offers a distinct climax and surprise. Look, obviously I can’t make an
elephant disappear, but I can create the illusion that the elephant vanished right before your
eyes. Houdini’s Vanishing Elephant trick was the result of more than a half century of
experiments by stage magicians in France, England, and the United States. Houdini purchased
the secret and it became synonymous with one of the greatest legends in magic.“THE SPHINX
IS A MASTERPIECE in theSahara Desert and cannot be described as anythingother than an
illusion. The Sphinx has not moved,but the men who built it have all DISAPPEAREDWITHOUTA
TRACE, like a midday mirage.”Italo CalvinoThe art that is most real to me is the art I invent in my
head. Much like Calvino’s Sphinx, sometimes my art is just an illusion—or is it? Why is it
necessary that the images I create be credible? If my demonstrations entertain, provoke
emotion, excite, aggravate, confuse, or baffle, isn’t that what art is supposed to do? The art of
illusion is finding external suggestions that help you process false memories. Corroboration of an
event by another person only adds to the process of making you believe what I choose to make
you see.“MY HEART IS USUALLY IN MY THROAT whenI watch Criss perform. Sometimes, I feel
like aparent, because it’s really my responsibility to keephim alive. He’s fearless, but the rest of us
—crew,friends, and family—we’re scared to death.”Michael Blum,executive producer,
MINDFREAKWhen I am out there, whether on the street or in front of an audience doing a live
show, I control the audience, their reactions, their experience, and their joy. I control the entire
scenario, but I make the audience or spectators feel like they’re completely in control. A great
performer allows his audiences to believe they are making their own choices. Our society is
based on control and power—some good, some bad. When you’re able to manipulate one’s
senses you have total control of that situation. It’s a chess game of sorts. By the end of the



demonstration, I think most people have been MINDFREAKed. They’re blown away by what
they’ve just experienced. They’re different than they were before they witnessed what they
believed to be inconceivable, impossible, and out of the question. That’s what makes performing
like a drug to me.When I first started performing, I intentionally aimed to do radical things. I
believed that would be a key element in my success. Take a look at history, people like Elvis
Presley, the Beatles, Kiss, Madonna; or, for you early-stage magician fans, there was David
Devant, T. Nelson Downs, P. T. Selbit, John Nevil Maskelyne, and Jean-Eugène Robert-Houdin.
They’re all performers who pushed the limits of their art. I wanted to be like them, to go to the
extreme and do something completely different than the world of magic has ever known. I am
absolutely obsessed with creating art and generating unforgettable experiences that get
people’s attention.“I have the best way of telling who the mostpopular magician is. Fifteen years
ago, I was onlyasked about David Copperfield; five years ago, I wasonly asked about David
Blaine; and nowI am only asked about Criss Angel.”Penn JilletteArt is something that
encourages us to remember or to imagine. I make my living in a high-risk industry, and I must
constantly prove I am the original MINDFREAK! I’m a dreamer. I don’t always know if something
is going to work a hundred percent of the time. That’s what gets me off. That uncertainty and the
challenge of pulling off a demonstration unlike anything attempted before. I imagine something,
figure out how to make it real, and then pull it out of my metaphorical sleeve in front of millions of
people. Call it whatever you want, but for me that’s the ultimate in true performance art.As my
curiosity continued to grow, everything about magic and art began to interest me. I became
fascinated by pop culture and the infiltration of surreal elements in my work. In fact, I often call
my art “surreality” because it seamlessly blends the real and the surreal, bringing the audience
into a world that doesn’t really exist. But in that moment it is real.As a storyteller, I must
absolutely believe in what I’m making you believe so you can identify with it. My demonstrations
become a microscopic complete world. My work is to make you believe that anything is possible.
It’s not just an expression; it’s a way of being. It’s how I live. I want to share all aspects of my story
with you so you can get an inside view on Criss Angel, both MINDFREAK and Man. My journey
has been long, thrilling, sometimes disappointing, but always worth-it-traveled road. It has taken
me a lifetime to create this long narrative that threads the fabric of my work together with my
search, on various levels, for a personal style, coherence, essence, and a greater spontaneity, to
live the expression of my art. Ultimately it has been a search for the truest, most authentic part of
myself, which I have captured over the years through my performances and now in the pages of
this book. While you won’t learn all the secrets behind my demonstrations, I think you’ll walk
away feeling like you’ve had the chance to get to know me a little better. Some of what you read
may surprise you—I hope it entertains you. My goal has always been to leave you, my audience,
and in this case, my reader, satisfied while raising questions that provoke more thought, more
controversy, and a desire, at least on a personal level, to live to your greatest potential. So, with
the words with which I begin every show, I will begin my book: Are you ready?CHAPTER
ONEBEHIND CLOSED DOORSTHE FIRST TIME PERFORMING THE BODY SUSPENSION IN



THE SUPERMAN POSITION IN TIMES SQUARE. I WAS HANGING FOR ALMOST SIX
HOURS.Eleanor Roosevelt once said, “You gain strength, courage, and confidence by every
experience in which you really stop to look fear in the face. You are able to say to yourself, ‘I lived
through this horror. I can take the next thing that comes along.’…You must do the thing you think
you cannot do.” I have mentally overcome situations most of you would be terrified to ever
attempt: heights, fire, needles, spiders, snakes, angry monkeys, being shot, being hit by a car,
going blind—you name it, I have been in a situation where I have had to mentally overcome my
inherent fears to do my job. Everybody always asks me, “How do you do it?”I’m fearless. I always
try to focus on the worst thing that could happen—and for me the answer is always the
same.Death.I accept death. So what do I fear if I don’t fear death?Nothing.My problem-solving
skills allow me to create and demonstrate my art at a higher caliber and separate myself from
being average, dull, mundane, and boring. It has always been my mantra that every one of my
demonstrations must be able to be done live. I am a street performer as much as I am a stage
performer. Yes, I have a television show, but every trick, every MINDFREAK you see, I can do
live. Television is a wonderful way to deliver my art, but for all of the conspiracy theorists out
there, it allows room for doubt. The strangest thing about my television show is that the things
people think are real are not and the things people believe are fake are totally authentic. That
makes for some very challenging and thought-provoking television and entertainment.The body
suspension episode is probably one of the shows people speculate on the most. Was it real?
Was I wearing some type of prosthetic like a skin suit? Whenever I come up with an idea for a
demonstration, I aim for something I know will have a dramatic impact and will be perceived as
engaging. I want to get people excited by what they see—to make them think, squirm, and get
nervous, but I always want them to stay connected to what I’m doing. The details of a
demonstration are always secondary. The more emotional, mental, and physical a
demonstration is for me to endure, the bigger the impact for you, the audience. As an artist,
that’s the perfect equation for the biggest bang—the greatest impression.The first time I thought
about attempting a body suspension was after watching a documentary on rites-of-passage
ceremonies from other cultures. I was completely intrigued by what these people put their bodies
through. One of the experts on the show was a bodypiercing professional from Texas named
Allen Faulkner, who is legendary in the world of piercing and suspension techniques. He hosts
the equivalent of “suspension raves” for people who are interested in trying body suspension.
Hundreds of people show up to a remote warehouse location, and, under his strict supervision
and expertise, they attempt to become human mobiles. After watching the documentary, I
immediately researched Allen on the Internet and came across his website. If I was going to do
this, I needed to find someone who was an authority on this technique; Allen was the perfect guy
for the job. I explained my concept to him, and he told me he’d be interested in helping me out.I
went to Texas to meet Allen and experienced a body suspension for the first time. I brought a
camera crew with me to record every moment. Although I was training to do this demonstration
several months later in Times Square for a television special, I wanted to practice and go



through a suspension once so I’d know what to expect.The night before my first “practice”
suspension, Allen warned me not to drink any alcohol—he reminded me that alcohol thins out
your blood and that can cause excessive bleeding. I was really concerned about what I should
eat, too. He suggested something hardy but not greasy. I opted for some grilled chicken. My
crew and I went to a TGI Friday’s, where I sat, feeling a little anxious about the unexpected
nature of doing a body suspension.What would it feel like?What was going to happen?What
would the pain of the giant fishhooks going into my skin feel like?“Before our father’s illness,
Christopher wouldn’tlet the doctor take blood from his arm. He wouldget queasy and pass out!
HE DIDN’T LIKE BLOOD ORNEEDLES AT ALL.”J. D., my brotherUp to this point, I had had
minimal experiences with piercing (just my ears). Let me go on record and say that a pierced ear
is not even in the same galaxy as a body piercing, especially eight 8 gauge salmon fishhooks
that were about to be embedded into my skin. Six were going to be inserted into my back, and
two into my calves. I would not take painkillers or any other sedative. I had to feel the pain. It was
part of the experience. I’ve never formally trained for pain management, but I have a good
understanding of how to conquer it. I just analyze the pain, feel it in the moment, and then
mentally become numb to it.I got to the warehouse and began to wonder what I’d gotten myself
into. I was told to lie facedown on a gurney that had been carefully sterilized. Allen and the rest of
the pierce team placed surgical masks over their faces, looking very much like doctors about to
perform a major surgical procedure, except they were slightly more tattooed and pierced than
any doctor I had ever met. They marked the points of insertion on my back and legs with a blue
Sharpie pen. They cleansed my skin, put a sanitizing gel on each spot, and began.“Are you
ready, Criss?”“I think so.”“Breathe. It’s very important to breathe.”I was familiar with various
breathing techniques from other demonstrations and experiences, so I knew focusing on my
breathing would be very helpful in diverting my attention from the intense pain. I had to redirect
my attention to something that was pleasurable.My brother Costa and my production designer,
John Farrell, were with me. I was grateful for their presence, especially in this moment. I know it’s
hard for my family to witness most of the strains I put on my body. Today would be no exception.I
took a deep breath in and began to slowly release it as they pulled my skin from my back,
pinching it evenly on both sides and inserted the first of eight needles, which then pulled the
hooks through the skin. They look for areas of the skin with more elasticity, to prevent excessive
scarring. They put two hooks in at a time so the procedure goes twice as fast and so that the
pain is kept even and equal at the two entry points. The piercing is similar to poking a sharp
object through Styrofoam. You can feel the hook go in, there’s a slight push, and suddenly it
goes all the way through. It is a bizarre feeling. At first, there’s a huge amount of pain, but once
the needle goes through the skin, the pain stops. I held on to the gurney, focused on my
breathing, and tried to ignore how startling this was to my body.If you put the hooks in too
shallow, they will rip right through the skin. If you put them in too deep, it can cause permanent
muscle damage. My calves were by far the most painful of the eight hooks. You have less
elasticity in your calves than you do in your back, especially if you are in good physical condition.



If you have less body fat, there’s less skin to work with for the piercing. One of the needles
slipped out of Allen’s hand, which meant he had to regroup and start again on that particular leg.
The entire piercing took less than five minutes, though it was pretty rough.It was time to stand
up. Having eight hooks in your skin is a strange sensation. Looking at the prestrung rigging
above my head was downright scary. I was planning to hang in the Superman position, as if I
were flying. They attached the rope, which is actually parachute cord, hook by hook, until all
eight were connected in one continuous line to the rig. They use one line to make sure body
weight is distributed evenly over the cord. If they were to use individual lines, each one could
potentially be at a slightly different tension so that any one hook—or all eight—would be carrying
a different weight. I had no idea the hardest part was still to come.I lay back down on the gurney,
my head facedown in the cradle. Allen came to the front to hold my hands as the rest of his guys
began pulling me up off the table. I felt like an engine being lifted out of a car. This was, by far,
the most excruciatingly painful part of the process, because your skin is essentially separating
from your body’s muscles and tissue. I immediately went into shock. I was concerned I would
vomit, which would have been horribly painful, as I was now suspended a few feet in the air. My
body temperature couldn’t regulate itself. I went from being intensely hot to shivering cold and
then hot again. I asked for a fan to cool me down as sweat poured off my body.The human
contact with Allen was crucial. It kept me aware and conscious. He was no longer holding my
hands, but was now lightly supporting them with his so I knew he was still there. If and when he
let go, I would know that I was hanging one hundred percent on my own. The thought of that was
a little freaky to me at first, but it began to pass.I never allow myself, my mind, or my thoughts to
take me to those places. I can’t allow myself to get psyched-out, to give in to the worry, the pain,
or the fear. I would not let my mind and spirit give in to the physical pain and pull being placed on
my body.Instead, I began to focus on the pain. I embraced and accepted it. I analyzed the
sensation of it.What is pain?It’s a state of mind. It’s how you’re feeling. It’s a sensation—the
same as pleasure. I am not equating pain to pleasure. I am only drawing a comparison in that
they are both feelings. If pleasure is good, why is pain bad?I began to play games with my
thoughts. I often mess with my sense of reality and what particular words really mean. Each of us
is conditioned to react to certain sensations from the time we are babies. When a child falls, if
the parent’s response is one of panic and angst, the child begins to cry, even if the child is not
hurt. Likewise, when that child falls, and the parent’s reaction is nonresponsive, the child gets up
and keeps playing. We have been programmed to assume that if you fall, you will feel pain. That
isn’t necessarily true. I tell myself I am greater than the pain. I can endure it and become one with
it.You can overcome anything when your mind is more powerful than your emotions. I have never
had to forgo a demonstration because I was too uncomfortable, in too much pain, or feeling too
claustrophobic to complete the task. Unprepared? For sure. But never mentally unable. That
would be disaster.You control everything you think, feel, say, how you act, and how you respond.
If you really understand who you are, and I mean who you truly are, then you already understand
how to be successful in the things you want to accomplish, whether it’s losing weight or quitting



smoking. That knowledge guides me throughout every demonstration I attempt. I’m not
suggesting this technique works for everyone, but it works for me.Allen finally let go of my hands,
and suddenly I was okay. I was alive and fully aware of my sensations. I was uncomfortable, but it
wasn’t unmanageable. The nausea had passed. My body temperature was settled. The worst
was behind me. My mind-set began to shift.“I’m doing it. I’m really doing it.”I hung for three hours.
I felt the greatest sense of accomplishment for doing something that a lot of other people would
say is just a stupid act that has no merit or meaning, which in their lives may be completely true.
But this was not about the act. It was about me—my body, my brain, my spirit, and the
connection of all three, which could not be broken. When they brought me down off the rig, after
removing the hooks, I proudly wore the holes in my back and legs as my personal badges of
honor. They were my war wounds.Whether completing a body suspension for three hours or
being buried alive beneath thousands of pounds of dirt, every demonstration I do requires a
complete, symbiotic coming together of mind over matter, which gives me the greatest feeling of
complete victory in the face of defeat.After you come down off the suspension rig and the hooks
are removed, one final assault on the body takes place. You have to properly burp the skin.
When the skin is pulled from the body, air gets trapped beneath the surface. If you don’t get rid of
that excess air, it takes a lot longer to recover and it is extremely painful. Burping the skin is
essential on several levels. First, the pain from the trapped air is excruciating. The release of the
air is comforting and feels good—you want to get it out. Second, you have to remove the air to
prevent possible blood clots. Allen and his team slowly massaged my back and legs, gently
pushing the excess air to the surface of each hole. The sound is similar to the sound a water bed
makes when you empty it of air. When burping the skin, the excess air sometimes gets mixed
with blood, creating a mini volcanolike response through the skin. It’s really gross. In fact, there
were a few people on the set who almost passed out from the shocking image of this explosion
from my back. It was too disgusting to air on television. Costa continued to massage and burp
my skin on our flight back to New York, and for several days after, to hurry along my
recovery.After the suspension, I went for a walk, alone, in search of something to eat. I wanted to
try and take in what I had just done. I felt so strong and powerful. I’m a sucker for junk food. I love
chocolate chip cookies, candy, soda—all the stuff I know I shouldn’t eat. I found a convenience
store alongside the road. I went in and celebrated what I had just accomplished by allowing
myself to indulge in all the junk food I could handle. It was a small bonus compared to the reward
of doing it.After my victory in Texas, I was ready to attempt the body suspension for my first
television special. Once again, I was going to hang in the Superman position, suspended five
feet off the ground by eight large fishhooks for six hours—the longest anyone has ever been
suspended. Again, the hooks were placed evenly on both sides of my body; two in my shoulders,
two in my midback region, two in my lower back, and two in my calves.There was some
resistance to doing this demonstration in a post-9/11 New York City. I wasn’t sure people were
ready to see a guy hanging by fishhooks on the corner of Forty-third and Broadway. But, like
everything I do, it was time to push the limits of my performance and the boundaries of what



people were ready to see. I had to generate some noise to blow any of my competitors out of the
water. To do that, I needed to be radical and hard-core.I hung in Times Square for almost six
hours. Tens of thousands of people came to see me. Throughout my suspension, I witnessed a
wide range of reactions. I knew people would doubt the validity of the suspension or think it was
some type of illusion, but I had nothing to hide. It was purely authentic—what you see is what
you get. Some people claimed I wore a skin suit or some kind of false skin. I’d like to know what a
skin suit is, because I’d happily sign up for one. It would have been a hell of a lot easier! Some
people even suggested I was a hologram, so I began to spin and do acrobatics to make people
realize I wasn’t some projected image or a guy in some meditative state just hanging there. Just
in case you were one of those people doubting that demonstration, I ripped the skin on my calf
with one of the hooks from doing too many moves. I began to bleed pretty profusely, until the
paramedics thought I might be in real danger and insisted I be brought down and examined.
They were worried that my body was in shock and unable to regulate my body temperature and
blood pressure. And, in case you’re wondering, I still bare the scars of those fishhooks
today.CHAPTER TWOTHE EARLY DAYSPERFORMING ZIG-ZAG AT AGE FOURTEEN.I was
born the youngest of three boys in Long Island, New York. I always had a need to follow in my
older brothers’ footsteps in everything they did. It didn’t matter what they were up to, I had to do
it, too. When J. D. and Costa were learning to play various musical instruments, I asked my mom
and dad if I could take music lessons, too, even though I was just six years old. They played
football and baseball. I was too young to play on their teams, but their coaches arranged for me
to play for the other teams. Growing up, my mother used to tell my father that there was
something special about me. She always knew I had a gift to make people happy. Whatever I got
involved in, I tried to be the best. Being number one has always been important.“There’s always
been something extraordinary aboutChristopher. He had a look, an expression on hisface, the
way he smiled—He was CaPTIVaTInG,even as a baby. All three of my boys have
beautifulqualities and are great guys, but Christopher alwayshad that something extra that made
him special.I used to tell my husband, ‘This kid is going tobe something someday.’ I wasn’t sure
what, but IALWAYS KNEW HE’D BE VERY SUCCESSFUL.”Dimitra, my momWhen I was seven,
my mother’s sister, Stella, came to our house with her son. She called my cousin and me over so
she could do a card trick for us. Afterward she asked us to guess how it was done. My cousin
walked away completely uninterested in the impossibility of what we saw because he already
knew how to do the trick. I begged him to tell me, but he wouldn’t. It just boggled my mind. I had
to know how she did it. I bugged Aunt Stella for hours.“C’mon Aunt Stella. You’ve got to show
me.”She kept me hanging.“C’mon. Please show me.” I begged and begged until she
couldn’tCOSTA, MOM (HOLDING ME), AND J. D.A DAY I WISH I COULD REMEMBER.I
STARTED PLAYING DRUMS AND, BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THE ACCORDION AT AGE SIX.
SOON AFTER, I DROPPED THE ACCORDION. THANK GOD.…
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Nichole McIntyre, “His accomplishments. I chose this rating because its honest about himself as
a person, what he wanted to accomplish as an entertainer, as well as some personals. He was
very inspired by others in his league and set out to be greater or even remembered in history as
one of the best.”

Diana Luna, “Great book. I bought this book because I was a huge criss angel fans and I wanted
to buy it at his store but it was so expensive I found it on amazon in a good price and I enjoyed
reading it although I didn’t teach myself how to do magic even tho he showed easy tricks on this
book”

Heidi, “Loved this book. I love to read books about the author. I also love magic and after
watching Criss Angel on TV and in person, I ordered this on Kindle. I couldn't stop reading. I
loved reading this and had finished the book in just days.”

Eli Castle, “Pleasantly surprised. I used to be a huge fan of his until he went the way of the
overhyped douchebag. I bought this book for two reasons: I still think he's hot, and tyhe book
was bargain bin cheap. pretty awesome buy, I must say. The book was well written, informative,
fun to read, and chock full of step by step illusions.  Oh, and he's still pretty hot.  I reccommend!”

ellen george, “Worthy of The Loyal. Criss Angel is the Darling Child of the Magic World. Of
course, he is on top because he works day and night to do that. He has earned his
wings.Reading Secret Revelations is like walking next to Criss and have him tell you about
himself, his family and his passions. It is unconventional and it is entertaining -As a second
generation Greek American kid myself, I was proud and can relate to the closeness of Angel and
his family - when Criss writes of his father, his Dad's cancer and death, it was hard because it
made me miss my Dad, (whom I lost in 2003).Angel can walk the talk and is living his dream -
with the integrity his heritage instilled in him - At one point Criss wrote that he only wished his
father was alive to see his success - Criss - your Dad is right there with you every step of the way
- never forget that.I see in my future trips to the Luxor to see Angel's new professional new home
-This book does not go into excruciatingly personal detail - what it does do is show you a very
nice talented focused guy who is following his passion with his family's blessings. I am of The
Loyal.In the later part of the book, Criss shares his secrets on some tricks to dazzle your own
friends and family.”

angel rose, “Good read for fans. Good read for any criss angel fan came in good condition”

eire365, “Mindfreak Magic Book. A book my son wanted so he could see and learn more about
Criss Angel. He finished the book and pronounced it very good.This book goes with the Criss



Angel series being shown on tv.I was happy to buy from Amazon as I have bought from their
sellers in the past.”

S Good, “CA Book. i love this book its like an autobiography and also includes 40 mindfreaks for
you to master :) great work :) I love criss angels show mindfreak so its good to be able to learn a
few mindfreaks :)”

Rosemary Benton, “Five Stars. Very good”

Karim Govani, “Amazing. An amazing product, great book to read! worth buying! I got it used but
the product was like newthanks”

The book by Criss Angel has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 116 people have provided feedback.
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